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    1. No. of license holders with 1 or more recorded     200 Individuals  200 Individuals   
        violations in the last three years                    
    2. Decrease in the number of accidents                5% decrease 5% decrease based on 30 cases
    Output Indicators                                                                        
    1. Number of applicants for registration, permits,    4,000 4,000
        and licenses acted upon within one (1) month          
    2. Number of inspections and investigations undertaken 150 150
    3. Percentage of enforcement actions undertaken                                          
        and resolved as a percentage of the total number      100% 100%
        of violations                                         

from Space Science and Technology Applications (SSTA) utilization, capacity-building, innovations and workforce

and evidence-based decision-making from Space Science and
Technology Applications (SSTA) utilization, 
capacity-building, innovations and workforce

10% 15%

     cooperation agreements, products and services designed,
     implemented, completed, disseminated and evaluated
     by the PhilSA in line with the KDAs of the Philippine
     Space Policy. 1 1,032

     2. Number of institutions and individuals that have
     benefited from grants, scholarships, training, 
     education and public awareness programs of the PHILSA. 90 3,343

     provided within the described time frame 90% 90%

     1. Percentage increase of space researchers, scientists

     1. Number of research works, projects, plans, policies,

     3. Percentage of request for technical assistance 

Enhanced  national  security,  ecological  integrity, economic opportunities  

SPACE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS (SSTA) PROGRAM

     Outcome Indicator

     and engineers (RSE) working in space related projects
     or activities in the public and private sector.  

     Output Indicators

People-centered, innovative, clean, efficient, effective, and inclusive delivery of public goods and services

Enhanced  national  security,  ecological  integrity, economic opportunities and evidence-based decision-making   

ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES (OOs) / PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (PIs) BASELINE 2023 TARGETS

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

SECTOR OUTCOME

ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOME

PERFORMANCE INFORMATION

W. PHILIPPINE SPACE AGENCY
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